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CALL FOR PAPERS
For the 15th Pegasus Annual Conference

MOBILITY ON THE PATH TO TOMORROWMOBILITY ON THE PATH TO TOMORROW
Pegasus: the network 

for mobility and

transportation research in

German-speaking

countries.

Mobility is a fundamental human need that enables a self-determined life. On the
one hand, it provides access to essential resources such as work, education,
healthcare and social activities. On the other hand, mobility also entails
considerable social, ecological and economic costs. 

The 15th Pegasus Annual Conference is dedicated to the sustainable and socially acceptable design of
future-proof mobility. This raises questions on topics such as accessibility, intermodality, artificial
intelligence, mobility management and the sharing economy, which need to be addressed by various
social stakeholders. The focus of the conference is on how we can shape the mobility of the future.

Conference: 
Opportunity for discussions, engagement with diverse interfaces between mobility and
transportation research as well as spatial and urban planning
Consideration of different perspectives on the conference topics, inter- and transdisciplinary
exchange
We cordially invite doctoral candidates, post-docs, advanced students as well as planners and
practitioners from all disciplines to participate in the 15th Pegasus Annual Conference in Kassel from
October 11-12, 2024
Informal platform on which completed or ongoing projects, research projects and methods of
different stages can be presented
Particular emphasis is placed on an atmosphere of mutual respect without hierarchical structures
Participants are given the opportunity to outline initial project ideas
Opportunity to discuss open questions in order to promote a lively exchange and receive
constructive feedback
Focus: thematic exchange; creation of professional networks

Trends in mobility
Progress in transportation
Innovations & Technologies
Sustainable Mobility
Shared Mobility
Social dimensions of mobility



Workshops are intended to provide space for
in-depth discussions, the development of
joint ideas or the testing of (digital) survey
methods or simulation games developed by
you. But other ideas can also be implemented
and applied there. There are no limits to your
creativity in designing a workshop.

We are offering various formats for participation in this year's Pegasus Annual
Conference. Contributions can be submitted in German or English. You are free
to choose the language of your presentation and discussion.

Workshop (60 Min.)

Poster and short presentation (5 min.)

Science Slam (max. 10 Min.)

Classical lecture (15 min.)

Here you will have the chance to present your
research project as a poster in a format of your
choice. Creativity is required as well as the ability
to shorten the content to essential and
particularly interesting aspects. After the
presentation, there will be time for questions
and discussion in the plenum. The posters will
be displayed in an easily accessible place for the
duration of the conference.

In this presentation format, you have the
opportunity to present your research project
in a lecture. After the presentation, there will
be time for questions and discussion in the
plenum.

Would you like to try something new when
presenting your research project? Then this
format provides you the opportunity to
present your project in an accessible style
without many scientific terms, in a short, crisp
and funny way. 
All tools are permitted: PowerPoint
presentation, props or live experiment? You
decide. Afterwards, the audience decides
which contribution was presented best.

We welcome the submission of an abstract on the topic "On the road to tomorrow" with approx. 300 to
500 words by 28.07.2024 via jahrestagung2024@pegasus-netzwerk.de. In addition to the preferred
format, title and abstract, we ask you to provide your name, affiliation to your organization and the
language of the presentation. Please also add three to five keywords to describe the topic of your paper.

SUBMISSION - ABSTRACTS

See you in Kassel on October 11th and 12th!

pegasus-netzwerk.de/jahrestagungen/
Here ou’ll find more information about the Pegasus network:

The organizing team
Maik Bock (Uni Kassel), Paul Papendieck (Munich), Laura Gumbert (Nuremberg), 
Anna Vogel (Dortmund), Fabian Nikscha (HfWU), Miriam Eigert (Kassel), 
Katharina Csillak (Berlin), Christina Wisotzky (Köln)

CONTRIBUTION 

If you have any questions, please contact us via jahrestagung2024@pegasus-netzwerk.de.

https://pegasus-netzwerk.de/

